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Purpose. Evaluate the introduced samples of soft winter wheat from the international nursery Common Bunt-Resistant
Nursery (CBUNT-RES) of different ecological and geographical origin in the southern part of the Forest-Steppe zone of
Ukraine according to a set of productivity indicators in order to define the most valuable samples and describe them.
Methods. During 2016–2019 on the base of Ustymivka Experimental Station for Plant Production of the V. Ya. Yuriev Plant
Production Institute of NAAS the authors studied, evaluated and described 75 new soft winter wheat samples of various
eco-geographical origins by productivity traits. In the field and laboratory conditions, indicators of yield and productivity were determined: 1000 grains weight, plant height and ear length, the number of spikelets and grains in the ear, weight
of ear and grain and early-ripening. Results. Plant material with increased parameters of economic and biological characters was identified. During studies, it was found that ‘F08347G8’, ‘F00628G34-1’ (Romania), ‘91-142A61/KATIA1//GRISET-4’,
‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//GRISET-4’, ‘ATTILA/BABAX//PASTOR/4/…’ (IU067591) (Turkey), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/
TUKURU’, ‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (Mexico) were the high-yielding varieties. The samples of soft winter wheat as ‘F08347G8’,
‘F00628G34-1’ (Romania), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/…’ (IU067637) (Mexico), ‘ATAY/GALVEZ87/6/TAST/…’ (IU067587),
‘DE9/MERCAN-2’, ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6…’ (IU067595), ‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//GRISET-4’, ‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/…’
(IU067598), ‘ORKINOS-1*2/3/AUS…’ (IU067608), ‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’ , ‘TAM200/KAUZ/4/CHAM6//…’ (IU067612)
(Turkey) contained a large grain weight (more than 5.0 g), plant productivity in these samples was rather high due to
increased amount of grains and the thousand kernel weight. Conclusions. The introduced soft winter wheat samples of
various eco-geographical origins were adapted to the Southern Forest-Steppe and can be recommended as a source material in breeding to increasing productive capacity.
Keywords: soft winter wheat; productivity; valuable economic character; source material.

sition in Ukraine [3]. It is sown in areas with
different climatic conditions. An effective
Wheat is being grown all over the world. It way to increase the gross yield of wheat is to
is the main food product for about 35% of the create and introduce new highly productive,
world’s population and occupies an important plastic, stable and disease-resistant varieties
place among cereals [1]. An important way to into agricultural production. An important
increase wheat production today is to expand guarantee for the creation of varieties is the
its genetic diversity and analyze key traits [2]. constant search for a new soft winter wheat
In terms of sown areas and grain produc- source material for breeding. Therefore, the
tion, soft winter wheat occupies a leading po- search, introduction and inclusion of new
samples to the breeding process is of great
importance [4].
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breeding is the use of genetically diverse (Ukraine) and international standard varieties
source material of various ecological and geo- ‘Gerek 79’, ‘Mufitbey’, ‘Nacibey’ (Turkey) were
graphical origin with a complex of valuable the standards for soft winter wheat. For the
traits and properties [6, 7]. Creation of new standards of large grain size, early-ripening
varieties and hybrids with a high level of pro- and stable grain productivity the standard vaductivity, quality and adaptability to growing rieties ‘Ukrainka odeska’ and ‘Donskaya poluconditions is based on the effective use of ge- karlykovaya’ were taken.
netic diversity of cultivated plants [8, 9]. To
During the growing season, observations
maximize the potential of this crop, varieties and descriptions of samples were carried out
of both domestic and foreign (to improve quali- in accordance with the recommendations for
ty and productivity) breeding are used [10]. the study of foreign samples of agricultural
Thus, it is important to evaluate the varieties, crops in the introduction-quarantine nurselines and hybrid forms of winter wheat of the ries [13] and Methodical instructions on studworldwide gene pool in the nurseries of the ying a collection of wheat [14]. In the field, in
CIMMYT and ICARDA breeding centers ac- the phase of full ripeness, plant lodging recording to the main biological and economic sistance was determined, the height of the
characteristics [11, 12].
plants, the total and productive tillering were
The purpose of the research is to evaluate measured. In laboratory conditions, structuintroduced samples of soft winter wheat of ral analysis was carried out for such quantitavarious ecological and geographical origin tive characteristics as the length of the ear,
from the international nursery Common Bunt- number of spikelets and grains in the ear,
Resistant Nursery (CBUNT-RES) in the south- weight of grain from the ear and from the
ern part of the Forest-Steppe of Ukraine ac- plant, yield according the gradations of the
cording to a set of productivity indicators in CMEA wide-range unified classifier of the georder to define the most valuable samples and nus Triticum L. [15]. The experimental data
describe them.
were statistically analyzed using Microsoft
Excel.
Materials and research methods
Soft winter wheat was sowed in the first
Field and laboratory studies were carried decade of October (5, 9, 10 numbers, respecout in the introduction-quarantine and collec- tively) in 2016–2018. The weather conditions
tion nurseries on the base of Ustymivka Ex- prevailing at the beginning of October 2016,
perimental Station for Plant Production of 2017 and 2018 contributed to the uniform
the Ðlant Production Institute nd. a. V. Ya. emergence of seedlings of soft winter wheat
Yuriev of NAAS (hereinafter – UESPP) du- plants (Table 1). In 2016 the average daily
ring 2016–2019 (Ustymivka, Hlobyno district, temperature during this period was 7.1 °C,
Poltava region – location 49°18′21″N, 33°13′56″E, in 2017 – 9.5 °C, and in 2018 – 11.7 °C.
Plants resumed their growth in the first
94 m a.s.l).
The initial material for the research was decade of March 2017, the third decade of
ecologically and geographically distant varie- March 2018 and the first decade of March.
ties, lines and hybrid forms of soft winter 2019. May, which marked the beginning of
wheat from the international nursery Com- earing of the overwhelming majority of sammon Bunt-Resistant Nursery (CBUNT-RES), ples, was accompanied in 2017 and 2018 by
which were brought from the Turkish branch an average, and in 2019 by a sufficient amount
[International Winter Wheat Improvement of precipitation (30.6; 27.7 and 130.7 mm, reProgram (IWWIP), which is a joint breeding spectively) and a temperature of 0.6 °Ñ (in
program of Republic of Turkey Ministry of 2017), 4.4 °Ñ (in 2018) and 2.0 °Ñ (in 2019)
Food, Agriculture and Livestock, the Interna- are higher than the average perennial inditional Maize and Wheat Improvement Center cators.
During the formation, milky ripening and
(CIMMYT) and the International Center for
Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICAR- maturation of grain, the average daily temDA)]. The nursery includes 75 specimens from perature in June and July, 2017 was 21.9 and
7 countries participating in these tests (Tur- 22.5 °C, in 2018 – 22.2 and 23.8 °C, and in
key, Iran, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Romania, 2019 – 24.5 and 22.3 °C respectively. The
amount of precipitation in these months in
USA and Russia).
Sowing was carried out on plots of 2 m2 in 2017 was 14.7 and 92.2 mm, in 2018 – 31.8
a row with 15 cm between-row spacing at a and 47.9 mm, in 2019 – 62.7 and 56.3 mm,
seeding rate of 400 grains per 1 m2. The na- respectively (according to the UESPP weather
tional variety ‘Smuhlianka’ (semi-dwarf) station).
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Table 1

Hydrothermal regime during the years of soft winter wheat research (2016–2019)
Month

August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
During the period

Precipitation, mm
Average daily air temperature, °Ñ
average
average
2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019
2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019
perennial
perennial

58
56
39
49
35
38
30
28
44
50
57
72
556

65.6
6.3
83.2
80.8
42.3
48.0
22.7
9.9
15.9
30.6
14.7
92.2
512.2

3.7
36.1
50.5
29.8
79.4
40.1
41.4
103.9
9.8
27.7
31.8
47.9
502.1

Results and discussion
The studied samples of soft winter wheat
showed a significant diversity in the evaluated
morphological and economic traits (Table 2). In
the Forest-Steppe zone of Ukraine, the most
important limiting factors for winter wheat

3.2
50.4
16.3
32.0
114.2
62.2
21.2
18.1
28.6
130.7
62.7
56.3
595.9

19.8
14.4
8.1
2.0
-2.7
-4.9
-4.5
0.5
8.9
15.9
19.5
21.0
8.2

22.8
16.5
7.1
1.6
-0.6
-5.8
-2.2
6.0
11.5
16.5
21.9
22.5
9.8

24.8
18.1
9.5
3.4
3.6
-2.6
-3.2
-1.8
13.8
20.3
22.2
23.8
11.0

26.0
18.5
11.7
0.2
-1.7
-5.0
0.2
4.8
11.6
18.5
24.5
22.3
10.9

growing are overwintering conditions: low
temperatures at the depth of the tillering node,
ice crust, frequent thaws, and significant
changes in daily temperatures in spring. During the years of the study, the overwintering
weather conditions were rather mild for the
introduced soft winter wheat samples.

Table 2
The level of valuable economic traits manifestation in soft winter wheat samples
(2016–2019)
Sign

Õ

Level of signs manifestation
min
max
R (max-min)

V, %

Productivity, g/m2

742.6 473.6 973.6
500.0
13.0
seedlings–ripening 260.2 257.0 265.0
7.6
0.6
Vegetation period, days:
seedlings–earing
222.7 219.0 227.0
8.3
0.8
earing–ripening
38.5 36.0 41.3
5.3
2.6
Thousand kernel weight, g
42.8 36.6 49.6
13.0
7.6
General tillering, stems
2.6
1.2
4.3
3.1
22.3
Productive tillering, stems
2.5
1.2
4.1
2.9
22.3
Plant productivity, g
4.8
2.0
6.8
4.8
30.5
Grain weight per spike, g
2.3
1.2
4.7
3.6
25.6
Number of productive spickelets per ear, pcs.
18.1 12.2 23.0
10.8
12.7
Number of grains in an ear, pcs.
47.6 24.0 65.8
41.8
21.3
Ear length, cm
9.2
5.4
12.8
7.4
15.6
Plant height, cm
97.7 61.0 123.3
62.3
11.7
Lodging, score
8.5
5.0
9.0
4.0
13.2
Note. X, min max – average, minimum and maximum values, respectively; R (max-min) – range
of variation; V – coefficient of variation. Total tillering – number of all stems on one plant;
productive tillering – number of productive stems on a plant; plant productivity – grain weight
per plant.

One of the main indicators of the suitability
of a winter wheat variety is the length of the
growing season. This important indicator has
fairly large amplitude of fluctuations, which is
due to both genetic characteristics and a set of
external growing conditions. Winter wheat varieties with a short growing season are most
suitable for cultivation in many regions of
Ukraine. M. I. Vavylov [16] pointed out the
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need for accelerated plant development in arid
southern regions in order to avoid the impact
of dry winds in summer, and rust damage in
areas with excessive moisture. All this forces
us to pay more attention to the breeding of
early-ripening forms [17]. Varieties with a
short period of sprouting and earing are especially valuable for early-ripening breeding [18].
During the investigation, this period was 219–
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220 days in the early-ripening reference variety ‘Donskaya polukarlikovaya’. Among the introduced soft winter wheat samples, the following samples were distinguished by a short
sprouting- heading interphase period: ‘ATAY/
GALVEZ87/6//…’ (IU067587), ‘SAULESKU#44/
TR810200//…’
(IU067590),
‘SHARK/
F4105W2.1//…’ (IU067597), ‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/…’ (IU067598), ‘BURBOT-4/3/OMBUL/…’ (IU067599), ‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//
IZGI’ (IU067610) (Turkey), ‘F00628G34-1’,
‘F06393GP10’, ‘F08034G1’ (Romania), ‘KS92WGRC-25’, ‘AMSEL/KS970274/3/…’ (IU067639),
‘TSAPKI/FARMEC’,
‘INTENSIVNAYA//
PBW343*2/TUKURU’, ‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (USA),
‘SPN/MCD//CAMA/3/NZR/4/…’
(IU067628),
‘SON64/4/ WR51/MIDA//NT.H/3/…’ (IU067626)
(Iran). The above samples sprouted 1–3 days
earlier than the standard or together with it.
The duration of the germination-maturation
period varied from 257 to 265 days, the coefficient of variation was low (0.58%). The duration of the period from germination to maturity for the early-ripening standard ‘Donskaya
polukarlikovaya’ averaged 257 days. According
to the seedlings-maturation sign, the maximum number of samples was 52, or 71.2% –
refers to the period, which was 259–261 days.
In recent years, during the period of ear formation, there was a significant deficit of precipitation, an increase in the average daily
temperature up to 30 °Ñ, atmospheric drought
combined with ground drought, and a decrease
in the content of moisture available to plants
to a critical value. Considering this, geographically distant early-ripening samples, for example, ‘TSAPKI/FARMEC’ (IU067638) ‘AMSEL/
KS970274/3/KS91048L-2-1/…’
(IU067639)
(Mexico), ‘KS92WGRC-25’ (ÑØÀ), ‘SPN/MCD//
CAMA/3/NZR/4/…’ (IU067628), ‘ALMT*3/7/
VEE/CMH77A.917//…’
(IU067634)
(Iran),
‘SHARK/F4105W2.1//…’ (IU067597), ‘GANSU-1/
3/AUS GS50AT34/…’ (IU067598), ‘362K2.111//
TX71A1039.VI*3/…’ (IU067603), ‘SELYANKA/
MERCAN-1’, ‘SHARK/F4105W2.1//…’ (IU067613),
‘BATERA//KEA/TOW/3…’ (IU067617), ‘ADMIS/5/SMB/HN4//…’ (IU067622) (Turkey), etc.
can be promising for the creation of the initial
material of soft winter wheat, resistant to
summer drought and high temperatures. Earlyripening samples of soft winter wheat, characterized by increased productivity, are valuable
for breeding. Among wheat samples with a
shortened growing season (258–259 days), increased yield (8.0–9.0 t/ha) was shown by the
following samples: ‘F08347G8’, ‘F00628G34-1’
(Romania), ‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//GRISET-4’, ‘91-142A 61/KATIA1//GRISET-4’ (Tur372
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key), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/TUKURU’,
‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (Mexico).
An important characteristic of most winter
grain crops is the relationship between plant
height and lodging resistance. Lodging of
wheat crops makes it difficult to harvest, leads
to losses during threshing. Lodging resistance
of new wheat samples was evaluated before
harvesting. It was revealed that the height of
the plant is not decisive and the only factor
that determines this indicator. High resistance
to lodging before harvesting (8–9 points) was
found in 69 samples, which allows using them
in breeding programs in the presence of other
valuable traits. Changes in this indicator were
in the range of 5–9 points. The following samples were resistant to lodging in the full maturation phase: ‘SHARK/F4105W2.1//…’ (IU067597),
‘87-461A63-555/4/ERIT58-87//…’ (IU067609),
‘ORKINOS -1/4/JING411//PLK70/LIRA…’
(IU067619) (Turkey), ‘AMSEL/KS970274/3/…’
(IU067639),
‘MRS/CI14482//YMH/HYS/3/…’
(IU067642) (USA), ‘F06393GP10’, ‘F08034G1’,
‘F08347G8’, ‘F00628G34-1’ (Romania), etc.
High resistance to lodging (9 points) samples
‘QUDS*3/MV17’ (Iran), ‘DORADE-5/KS980512’,
‘OR943576/KS920709’ (ÑØÀ), ‘BURBOT-4/3/
OMBUL/ALAMO//…’ (IU067592) ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/NGDA…’ (IU067595) (Turkey) combine with high winter hardiness and productivity; ‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’, ‘INTENSIVNAYA//
PBW343*2/TUKURU’, (Mexico), ‘SHARK/
F4105W2.1//CHARA/…’ (IU067597), ‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/SUNCO//…’ (IU067598),
‘91-142A61/KATIA1//GRISET-4’ (IU067605) (Turkey) showed also the traits of early-ripening
and high productivity.
Plant height is a genetically determined
trait; however, agroclimatic environmental
factors also affect its formation in a particular
variety [19]. Among the studied wheat samples,
14 high-growth ones (19.2%) were identified,
in which this indicator was within 111–128 cm.
The maximum number of samples 27 pcs. each
(37.0%) belonged to groups with plant heights
of 96–110 cm and 81–95 cm (medium-sized
forms), 5 pcs. (6.8%) belonged to the group of
undersized (66–80 cm). The medium-sized
group also includes international standard varieties: ‘Gerek 79’, ‘Mufitbey’, ‘Nacibey’ (Turkey). Plant height is not only a varietal morphological trait, but also an indicator of plant
resistance to lodging. The plant’s resistance to
lodging depends on the height and anatomical
properties of the stem [20]. Short-stemmed
specimens of winter wheat with a plant height
of 70–90 cm are quite resistant to lodging almost regardless of the stem thickness, while
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forms with a plant height of 90–100 cm are
moderately resistant [21]. Most of the specimens had a high resistance to lodging, which
is due to the short stem and strength of the
straw.
Productivity is one of the most important
characteristics that determines the economic
value of a variety. It is known that the amount
of grain yield is an integral indicator of plant
productivity, directly depends on the quantitative expression of each structural element and
environmental conditions [18]. We analyzed
such elements of the productivity structure as
the length of the ear, the rate of productive
tillering, the number of spikelets and the number of grains from the ear, the weight of the
grain from the ear, the thousand kernel weight.
A fairly valuable quantitative trait is productive tillering, which directly affects the
size of the yield. Depending on the varietal
characteristics, the coefficient of productive
tillering in the samples was 1.2–4.1 stems
(from low to high), the range of variation was
2.9 stems, the coefficient of variation reached
22.3%. On this basis, the introduced material
is distributed as follows: 14 samples (19.2%)
had a very low coefficient of productive tillering (1.6–2.0), 51 samples (69.9%) – low (2.1–
3,0) and 8 samples (10.9%) – medium (3.1–4.1).
The highest values of this indicator were in the
samples: ‘DORADE-5/KS980512’ (USA), ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/…’ (IU067595), ‘GANSU-1/3/
AUSGS50AT34/…’ (IU067598), ‘DE9/MERCAN-2’, ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/NGDA146…’
(IU0675607) (Mexico), ‘QUDS*3/MV17’ (Iran),
‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/TUKURU’
(Mexico).
The spike length is characterized by a clear
phenotypic manifestation and is an important
trait in breeding for productivity [22]. On average, over the years of the study, it ranged
from 5.4 to 12.8 cm, the range of variation was
7.4 cm, average variability was observed (the
coefficient of variation was 15.57%). 10 samples (13.7%) with a short ear (5.4–7.5 cm), 47
(64.3%) – with an average (7.6–10.5 cm) and 16
samples (21.9%) – with a long ear (10.6–13.5 cm).
Samples with the spike length over 11.0 cm
were the most valuable; this list included: ‘ATAY/
GALVEZ87/6/TAST/SPRW/4…’
(IU067587),
‘ M A D S E N/ M A L C O L M // Z A R G A N A …’
(IU067588), ‘RINA-6/ORKINOS-7’ (IU066050),
‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//…’
(IU067590),
‘TJB368-251/BUC//SMUT1590-165/…’ (IU067596),
‘DE9/MERCAN-2’ (IU067601), ‘BATERA//
KEA/TOW/3/TAM200’ (IU067617), ‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’ (IU067621), ‘ADMIS/5/
SMB/HN4//…’ (IU067622) (Turkey), ‘BEZOSISSN 2518-1017
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TAYA1/AE.CYLINDRICA’ (IU067644), ‘BEZOSTAYA1/TR.MILITINAE//TR…’ (IU067645)
(Kazakhstan), ‘CV.RODINA/AE.SPELTOIDES …’
(IU067647) (Russia). Among the standard varieties, a long ear was in ‘Smuhlianka’ ‘and
‘Mufitbey’ – 8,8 and 10.4 cm, respectively.
The number of grains per ear is one of the
main indicators of productivity, which in turn
depends on the number of spikelets per ear.
This indicator for soft winter wheat samples
ranged from 12.2 to 23.0 pcs., The coefficient
of variation 12.7%. By the number of spikelets
per ear (pcs.) the following samples were identified: ‘ATAY/GALVEZ87/6/TAST/SPRW/4/…’
(IU067587) – 21,4, ‘RINA-6/ORKINOS-7’ –
23,0, ‘DE9/MERCAN-2’ – 20,6, ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/…’ (IU067601) – 20,6 (Turkey),
‘ALMT*3/7/VEE/CMH77A.917//…’ (IU067634)
– 21,0 (Iran), ‘BEZOSTAYA1/AE.CYLINDRICA’
(IU067644) – 22,4 (Kazakhstan), etc.; standards ‘Smuhlianka’ and ‘Mufitbey’ – 17.6 and
20.4, respectively. Over the years of research,
under the influence of various conditions, the
number of grains per spike in the introduced
samples was in the range from 24.0 to 65.8
grains, the range of variation was 41.8 grains;
there was significant variability (coefficient
of variation – 21.3%) of this indicator depending on the genotype of the samples. Eleven
samples (15.1%) had a low grain content per
ear (24.0–35.0 grains), an average (35.1–45.0
grains) – 17 (23.3%), a high (45.1–65.0) – 44
samples (60.3% of the total). Some samples
were characterized by a fairly high level of
grain number per ear – 60–65 grains, in particular: ‘87-461a63-555//…’ (IU067585) – 60,0,
‘RINA-6/ORKINOS-7’ – 65,4, ‘ATAY/GALVEZ87/6/…’ (IU067587) – 62,8, ‘SAULESKU#44/
TR810200//GRISET-4’ – 65,4, ‘BATERA//
KEA/TOW/3//…’ (IU067617) – 61,2, ‘ORKINOS-1/4/JING411//…’ (IU067619) (Turkey) –
61,4, ‘ALMT*3/7/VEE/CMH77A.917/’ (IU067634)
(Iran) – 60,0, ‘F07270G2’ (Romania) – 61,4,
‘BEZOSTAYA1/AE.CYLINDRICA’
(Kazakhstan) – 65,8 grains. The highest grain number
among the standards and etalons had the varieties ‘Ukrainka odeska’ and ‘Mufitbey’ (depending on the year – 47–56 grains).
Increasing the yield of grain per ear is a
prerequisite for increasing the potential yield
of the variety. This indicator depends on many
factors: temperature, humidity, nutritional
conditions, varietal characteristics [23]. Over
the years of research, this indicator ranged
from 1.2 to 4.7 g, the range of variation was
3.6 g, and the coefficient of variation was
25.6%. Among the introduced material, 12
samples (16.4%), with grain weight per ear from
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1.1 to 1.7 g, 20 samples (27.4%) – 1.8–2.2 g,
41 samples (56.2%) – 2.3–3.0 g were identified.
Among the standards, ‘Lisova pisnia’ variety
had the highest productivity (2.3–2.7 g).
The grain weight per plant in soft winter
wheat samples varied from 2.0 to 6.8 g, or an
average of 4.1 g. The following samples belonged to the best in terms of productivity
(4.5–4.9 g): ‘ATTILA/BABAX//PASTOR/4…’
(IU067591), ‘91-142A61/KATIA1//GRISET-4’
(IU067605),
‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/…’
(IU067611), ‘SAULESKU #44/TR810200//
IZGI’ (IU067610), ‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (Turkey), ‘F06393GP10’, ‘F07270G2’ (Romania).
A large weight of grain per spike (more than
5.0 g) was found in samples ‘F08347G8’,
‘F00628G34-1’, F00628G34-1’ (Romania),
‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/…’ (IU067637)
(Mexico),
‘ATAY/GALVEZ
87/6/TAST/…’
(IU067587), ‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//GRISET-4’, ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6…’ (IU067595),
‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/…’ (IU067598), ‘DE9/
MERCAN-2’, ‘ORKINOS-1*2/3/AUS…’ (IU067608),
‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’, ‘TAM200/ KAUZ/
4/CHAM6//…’ (IU067612) (Turkey), which have
a fairly high productivity of the plant due to
increased grain content, and the thousand kernel weight. The mass of grain per plant for the
standards ‘Ukrainka odeska’, ‘Smuhlianka’,
‘Donskaya polukarlykovaya’, ‘Lisova pisnia’,
‘Gerek 79’, ‘Mufitbey’, ‘Nacibey’ varied over
the years within 3.2–3.6; 3.2–3.9; 3.5–4.2;
3.6–4.5; 4.5–5.5; 3.5–3.9 and 5.5–5.9 g, respectively.
The thousand kernel weight is an important
element of the crop structure, which characterizes the grain size and fullness [22]. Growing
conditions, precipitation, temperature during
grain ripening, as well as biological characteristics of the variety are of decisive importance for the formation of this indicator. During the years of research, the thousand kernel
weight varied from 36.6 to 49.6 g, the average
value was 42.8 g, the range of variation was
13.0 g, and the coefficient of variation was
7.6%. Six samples (8.2%) had a low thousand
kernel weight (31.0–38.0 g), 55 samples (75.3%)
had an average weight (39.0–46.0 g), and a
large weight (47–54.0) – 12 samples (16.4% of
the total). The samples ‘ATAY/GALVEZ87/6/…’
(IU067587) (48,0 g), ‘ATTILA/BABAX//…’
(IU067591) (46,4 g), ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/…’
(IU067595)
(46,8
g),
GANSU-‘1/3/AUSGS50AT34/…’ (IU067598) (46,7 g), ‘362K2.111//
TX71A1039.VI*3/…’ (IU067603) (46,5 g),
‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/…’ (IU067607) (47,8 g)
‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//IZGI’ (46,9 g),
‘TAM200/KAUZ/4/CHAM6//…’
(IU067612)
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(48,9 g), ‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’ (47,5 g) –
Turkey, ‘SON64/4/WR51/MIDA//…’ (IU067626)
(49,1 g) – Iran, ‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (IU067636)
(45,4 g), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/TUKURU’ (IU067637) (47,8 g) – Mexico, ‘AMSEL/
KS970274/3/…’ (IU067639) (48,8 g), ‘KS92WGRC-25’ (46,4 g) – USA, ‘F06393GP10’ (46,1 g),
‘F08034G1 (46,6 g), ‘F08347G8’ (49,6 g) – Romania. In the standard of large size grain variety ‘Donskaya polukarlykovaya’, the thousand kernel weight was 40.1 g; in national
standard ‘Smuhlianka’ it was 39.3, in the international standard ‘Mufitbey’ – 49.5 g.
Wheat grain yield depends on many factors,
primarily environmental onditions. Overwintering conditions and moisture supply during
the spring-summer growing season contributed to the normal growth and development of
soft winter wheat plants, which had a positive
effect on the yield. The analysis of the average
yield over the years of research indicates that
the following samples belonged to the most
productive variety ‘F08347G8’, ‘F00628G34-1’
(Romania), ‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//GRISET-4’,
‘ATTILA/BABAX//PASTOR/4/…’
(IU067591), ‘91-142A61/KATIA1//GRISET-4’ (Turkey),
‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/TUKURU’, ‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (Mexico), which exceeded the best of the national standards
‘Smuhlianka’ by 22–80%.
As a result of the study of a new introduced
material of soft winter wheat, samples with a
high and optimal level of manifestation of
signs were identified:
– yield (> 850 g/m2) (for the standard variety
‘Smuhlianka’ – 800.7 g/m2), number of grains
per ear (> 50.0 grains), grain weight per ear
(> 2.0 g), plant productivity ( > 3.5 g) and
thousand kernel weight (> 45.0 g) – ‘F08347G8’,
‘F00628G34-1’ (Romania), ‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/SUNCO//...’ (IU067598), ‘ATTILA/
BABAX//PASTOR/4/...’ (IU067591) (Turkey);
– yield (> 850 g/m2) (for the standard variety
‘Smuhlianka’ – 800.7 g/m2), plant productivity
(> 3.5 g), thousand kernel weight (> 45.0 g) and
early-ripening (257–258 days) – ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/TUKURU’
(IU067637),
‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (IU067636) (Mexico);
– number of grains per ear (> 50.0 grains),
grain weight per ear (> 2.0 g), plant productivity
(> 3.5 g) and thousand kernel weight (> 45.0 g) –
‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//…’
(IU067590),
‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’ (IU067621), ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6/NGDA146/…’ (IU067595) (Turkey);
– ear length (> 11.0 cm), number of grains per
ear (> 50.0 grains), grain weight per ear (> 2.0 g)
and plant productivity (> 3.5 g) – ‘ATAY/GAL-
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VEZ87/6/TAST/…’ (IU067587), ‘DE9/MERCAN-2’ (IU067601) (Turkey), ‘BEZOSTAYA1/
AE.CYLINDRICA’ (IU067644) (Kazakhstan);
– number of grains per ear (> 50.0 grains),
grain weight per ear (> more than 2.0 g) and
plant productivity (> 3.5 g) – ‘ORKINOS-1/4/
JING411//…’ (IU067619) (Turkey), ‘ALMT*3/7/
VEE/CMH77A.917//…’ (IU067634) (Iran);
– ear length (> 11.0 cm) and plant productivity (> 3.5 g) – ‘MADSEN/MALCOLM//…’
(IU067588), ‘TJB368-251/BUC //SMUT1590165/…’ (IU067596), ‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’
(IU067621), ‘ADMIS/5/SMB/HN4//…’ (IU067622)
(Turkey);
– number of grains per ear (> 50.0 grains) and
plant productivity (> 3.5 g) – ‘ALMT*3/7/VEE/
CMH77A.917/…’ (IU067634) (Iran), ‘F07270G2’
(Romania);
– thousand kernel weight (> 45.0 g) – ‘SON64/4/
WR51/MIDA//NT.H/3/K117…’ (IU067626) (Iran),
‘TAM200/KAUZ/4/CHAM6//…’ (IU067612) (Turkey).

Conclusions
In the process of studying the productivity
elements of soft winter wheat samples from the
international nursery CBUNT-RES, it was revealed that in the southern part of the ForestSteppe of Ukraine they had a different grain
yield – from 4.7 to 9.7 t/ha. Analysis of the
average yield over the years of research indicates that high-yielding samples include:
‘F08347G8’, ‘F00628G34-1’ (Romania), ‘91142A61/KATIA1//GRISET-4’ ‘SAULESKU#44/
TR810200//GRISET-4’ (IU067590), ‘ATTILA/
BABAX//…’ (IU067591), ‘ATTILA/BABAX//
PASTOR/4/…’ (IU067605) (Turkey), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/TUKURU’ (IU067637),
‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (IU067636) (Mexico). In
soft winter wheat samples ‘F08347G8’,
‘F00628G34-1’, F00628G34-1’ (Romania), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/…’ (IU067637) (Mexico), ‘ATAY/GALVEZ 87/6/TAST/…’ (IU067587),
‘SAU L E SKU#44/T R81020 0//GRI SET- 4’,
‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6…’ (IU067595), ‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/…’ (IU067598), ‘DE9/
MERCAN-2’, ‘ORKINOS-1*2/3/AUS…’ (IU067608),
‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’, ‘TAM200/KAUZ/4/
CHAM6//…’ (IU067612) (Turkey) the grain
weight per plant exceeded 5.0 g. The plant productivity was high due to both increased grain
size and the thousand kernel weight. The samples ‘ATAY/GALVEZ87/6/TAST/…’ (IU067587),
‘S AU L E SKU#4 4/ T R 8102 0 0//GR I SE T- 4’
(IU067590), ‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/SUNCO//…’ (IU067598), ‘DE9/MERCAN-2’ (IU067601),
‘ORKINOS-1/4/JING411//…’ (IU067619) (Turkey
‘F00628G34-1’, ‘F08347G8’ (Romania), ‘BEZOSISSN 2518-1017
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and

TAYA1/AE.CYLINDRICA’ (Kazakhstan) were
selected by a complex of features. The above
samples can be recommended as a source of
valuable traits for practical use in breeding, and
they are also suitable for cultivation in the zone
of the Southern Forest-Steppe of Ukraine.
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Õîëîä Ñ. Ì.*, Ê³ð’ÿí Â. Ì. , Âèñêóá Ð. Ñ. Õàðàêòåðèñòèêà çà ïðîäóêòèâí³ñòþ çðàçê³â ïøåíèö³ ì’ÿêî¿ îçèìî¿
ðîçñàäíèêà Common Bunt-Resistant Nursery (CBUNT-RES) ó çîí³ Ï³âäåííîãî Ë³ñîñòåïó Óêðà¿íè. Plant Varieties
Studying and Protection, 16(4), 369–377. https://doi.org/10.21498/2518-1017.16.4.2020.224052
Óñòèì³âñüêà äîñë³äíà ñòàíö³ÿ ðîñëèííèöòâà ²íñòèòóòó ðîñëèííèöòâà ³ì. Â. ß. Þð’ºâà ÍÀÀÍ Óêðà¿íè, âóë. Àêàäåì³êà Âàâèëîâà, 15,
ñ. Óñòèì³âêà, Ãëîáèíñüêèé ð-í, Ïîëòàâñüêà îáë., 39074, Óêðà¿íà, *e-mail: svitlanakholod77@ukr.net

Ìåòà. Îö³íèòè ³íòðîäóêîâàí³ çðàçêè ïøåíèö³ ì’ÿêî¿
îçèìî¿ ð³çíîãî åêîëîãî-ãåîãðàô³÷íîãî ïîõîäæåííÿ ç ì³æíàðîäíîãî ðîçñàäíèêà Common Bunt-Resistant Nursery
(CBUNT-RES) â óìîâàõ ï³âäåííî¿ ÷àñòèíè Ë³ñîñòåïó Óêðà¿íè
çà êîìïëåêñîì ïîêàçíèê³â ïðîäóêòèâíîñò³ äëÿ âèä³ëåííÿ
íàéö³íí³øèõ çðàçê³â òà ñêëàñòè ¿õí³é îïèñ. Ìåòîäè. Óïðîäîâæ 2016–2019 ðð. â óìîâàõ Óñòèì³âñüêî¿ äîñë³äíî¿ ñòàíö³¿ ðîñëèííèöòâà ²íñòèòóòó ðîñëèííèöòâà ³ì. Â. ß. Þð’ºâà
ÍÀÀÍ çà îçíàêàìè ïðîäóêòèâíîñò³ äîñë³äæåíî, îö³íåíî
òà îïèñàíî 75 íîâèõ çðàçê³â ïøåíèö³ ì’ÿêî¿ îçèìî¿ ð³çíîãî åêîëîãî-ãåîãðàô³÷íîãî ïîõîäæåííÿ. Ó ïîëüîâèõ ³
ëàáîðàòîðíèõ óìîâàõ âèçíà÷åíî òàê³ ïîêàçíèêè âðîæàéíîñò³ é ïðîäóêòèâíîñò³, ÿê ìàñà 1000 çåðåí, âèñîòà ðîñëèí òà äîâæèíà êîëîñà, ê³ëüê³ñòü êîëîñê³â ³ çåðåí ó êîëîñ³, ìàñà êîëîñà òà çåðíà ç íüîãî, à òàêîæ ñêîðîñòèãë³ñòü
çðàçê³â. Ðåçóëüòàòè. Âèä³ëåíî ìàòåð³àë, ÿêèé ìàº ï³äâèùåí³ ïàðàìåòðè ãîñïîäàðñüêèõ òà á³îëîã³÷íèõ îçíàê. Çîêðåìà, äî âèñîêîâðîæàéíèõ çðàçê³â íàëåæàòü: ‘F08347G8’,
‘F00628G34-1’ (Ðóìóí³ÿ), ‘91-142A61/KATIA1//GRISET-4’,
‘SAULESKU#44/TR810200//GRISET-4’,
‘ATTILA/BABAX//

PASTOR/4/…’ (IU067591) (Òóðå÷÷èíà), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//
PBW343*2/TUKURU’, ‘SANZAR-8/KKTS’ (Ìåêñèêà). Ó çðàçê³â
ïøåíèö³ ì’ÿêî¿ îçèìî¿ ‘F08347G8’, ‘F00628G34-1’ (Ðóìóí³ÿ), ‘INTENSIVNAYA//PBW343*2/…’ (IU067637) (Ìåêñèêà),
‘ATAY/GALVEZ87/6/TAST/…’ (IU067587), ‘DE9/MERCAN-2’,
‘KRASNODAR/ FRTL/6…’ (IU067595), ‘SAULESKU#44/
TR810200//GRISET-4’, ‘KRASNODAR/FRTL/6…’ (IU067595),
‘GANSU-1/3/AUSGS50AT34/…’ (IU067598), ‘DE9/MERCAN-2’,
‘ORKINOS-1*2/3/AUS…’ (IU067608), ‘KAMBARA1/ZANDER-17’,
‘TAM200/KAUZ/4/CHAM6//…’ (IU067612) (Òóðå÷÷èíà) ìàñà
çåðíà ç ðîñëèíè ïåðåâèùóâàëà 5,0 ã, âîíè ìàþòü äîñèòü
âèñîê³ ïîêàçíèêè ïðîäóêòèâíîñò³ ðîñëèíè ÿê çàâäÿêè
ï³äâèùåí³é îçåðíåíîñò³, òàê ³ ìàñ³ 1000 çåðåí. Âèñíîâêè.
²íòðîäóêîâàí³ çðàçêè ïøåíèö³ ì’ÿêî¿ îçèìî¿ ð³çíîãî åêîëîãî-ãåîãðàô³÷íîãî ïîõîäæåííÿ, âèä³ëåí³ çà êîìïëåêñîì
ö³ííèõ îçíàê, ìîæíà ðåêîìåíäóâàòè ÿê âèõ³äíèé ìàòåð³àë
ó ñåëåêö³¿ íà ï³äâèùåííÿ ïðîäóêòèâíîãî ïîòåíö³àëó êóëüòóðè â óìîâàõ Ï³âäåííîãî Ë³ñîñòåïó Óêðà¿íè.
Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: ïøåíèöÿ ì’ÿêà îçèìà; ïðîäóêòèâí³ñòü;
ö³íí³ ãîñïîäàðñüê³ îçíàêè; âèõ³äíèé ìàòåð³àë.
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